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Introduction of KCOPA
“The unification of the copyright protection system - KCOPA Establishment”

Process and Purpose of the KCOPA Establishment
On March 2nd, 2016, the Copyright Act amendment containing content such as the
establishment of the KCOPA and the reinforcement of the Copyright Act was passed by the
National Assembly. The establishment of the KCOPA stemmed from the issue of the dual system
for copyright protection between the Korea Copyright Commission’s Fair Use Promotion
Department and the Korea Federation of Copyright Organizations’ Copyright Protection Center
and the integration of the two institutions to alleviate subsequent inefficiency.
After passing of the Copyright Act amendment, the “KCOPA Establishment Bureau” was
th
created on March 28 , and after a preparation phase, the KCOPA was launched on September

30th, 2016.
According to the KCOPA’s Articles of Incorporation, the purpose of its establishment is “to
contribute to cultural improvement and development and relevant industries by supporting
the establishment/enforcement of copyright protection policies, deliberating on matters
related to copyright protection, and implementing projects required for the protection of
copyrights.”
< History of KCOPA Establishment >
Korea Copyright Commission’s Fair Use
Promotion Department

Korea Federation of Copyright Organizations’
Copyright Protection Center

∙ ’87. 12. Program Review Committee is established.
∙ ’05. 04. Copyright Protection Center is established
∙ ’07. 04. The name is changed to the Computer
(old Copyright Deliberation & Mediation Committee).
Program Protection Committee and the Illegal
∙ ’07. 02. It is relocated to the Korea Federation of
SW Reproduction Report Center is installed/
Copyright Organizations.
operated.
∙ ’07. 06. ~ It is assigned as the entrusted
∙ ’09. 07. Fair Use Promotion Department of the｢
institution for regulating illegal reproductions.
Korea Copyright Commission｣ is established.

｢KCOPA｣ is established on September 30th, 2016.
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The duties of the KCOPA are based on Article 122-5 (Duties) of the Copy Right Act, and
the following content.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Support in establishing copyright protection policies and their enforcement
Copyright infringement survey and statistics reporting
Research and development of copyright protection technology
Investigating copyright infringement and enforcing administrative support in accordance with
Article 5 Subparagraph 5 of the 「Act on the Persons Performing the Duties of Judicial Police
Officials and the Scope of their Duties」
Deliberating on the corrective actions from the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism in
accordance with Article 133-2
Request of correction recommendation concerning online service providers (OSPs) in accordance
with Article 133-3 and corrective actions concerning the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
Tasks set for or entrusted to the KCOPA in accordance with the law
Other tasks entrusted by the Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism

In particular, based on the entrustment of illegal reproduction collection/disposal/deletion
tasks in accordance with Article 133 of the Copyright Act from the Minister of Culture, Sports
and Tourism in accordance with Subparagraph 7 of the above regulation, the KCOPA is
carrying out the collection/disposal or deletion of machinery/devices/information/programs
that have been produced to impede technical protective measures on illegal reproductions1)
or copyrighted works, etc., which infringe the rights protected in accordance with the
Copyright Act. This encompasses all copyright protection measures for on or on/offline illegal
reproductions. In addition, through the entrustment of diverse supporting projects related to
copyright protection from the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism in accordance with
Subparagraph 8 of the same Article, the KCOPA is implementing projects based on efficient
operations for each corresponding team.

Organizational Structure and Team-specific Roles
The KCOPA is composed of 1 office, 3 departments, and 10 teams, which include the Director,
Auditor, and Copyright Protection Deliberation Committee.

1) Reproductions transmitted via information communication networks are excluded.
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First of all, the Strategy Planning Team affiliated with the Management Planning Office is
in charge of KCOPA’s all strategic planning, organization/office management, budget planning,
performance management, responding to the National Assembly, external cooperation, etc.
And the Management Support Team carries out the overall administrative support businesses
related to the operation of the organization, such as HR/accounting/general affairs/contracting/
budget enforcement/welfare benefits.
The Online Protection Bureau is in charge of responding to online copyright infringements
and operates 3 affiliated teams. First, the Online Protection Planning Team implements tasks
such as online copyright infringement response planning, surveys illegal sites infringing on
copyrights at home and abroad, responds to killer content infringement, supports
investigations by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s special judicial police on
copyright, and autonomic blocking of online advertisements targeting websites that infringe
on copyrights. In particular, the Domestic Protection Team implements the recommendations
for corrective actions and deliberation/requests for correction orders in accordance with
Article 133-2,3 of the Copyright Act, and online illegal reproduction monitoring tasks for this
purpose. In addition, it also operates the “Copyright Protection Deliberation Committee”2) that
is in charge of deliberating with regard to illegal reproductions and deliberating on the
provision requests for information related to reproducers/transmitters. The Overseas
Protection Team carries out tasks such as monitoring overseas websites that infringe on the
Korean Wave content and collecting deliberation materials for access suspension on overseas
illegal websites.

2) The Copyright Protection Deliberation Committee conducts deliberation on the information provision request concerning
reproducers/transmitters in accordance with Article 133-2, 3 and Article 103-3 of the Copyright Act.
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The Offline Colligation Team implements the collection/disposal/deletion of illegal reproductions,
in accordance with Article 133 of the Copyright Act, as well as the administrative
enforcement and support of investigations by the special judicial police on copyright
concerning illegal offline reproductions in the field of music/videos/publications/games/characters.
The SW Piracy Protection Team promotes tasks such as the inspecting of the status of
genuine software usage by public institutions, training those people who are in charge of SW,
and preventive actions on illegal reproduction of SW, as well as supporting the enforcement
and investigation of illegal reproductions of SW by the special judicial police on copyright.
If the Online Protection Bureau and Field Response Bureau implements the forefront tasks
to protect copyrights, the Protection Infrastructure Bureau carries out projects that are based
on protective activities. The Piracy Prevention Infrastructure Team implements on/offline
genuine content distribution certification projects and illegal reproduction distribution survey
projects, as well as creating/distributing the newsletter on trends (C STORY) related to
domestic/international copyright protection. The Digital Forensics Team implements tasks that
support the special judicial police on copyright such as forensic-based digital evidence
analysis related to digital copyright infringements. The Protection Technology Team conducts
system development tasks such as researching copyright protection technology and illegal
reproduction tracking management systems (ICOPs)

Future Status and Expected Effects of the KCOPA
The content industry is one of the industries that benefit from the advancement of digital
technology. On the other hand, the damage to the content industry is also continuing due
to the evolving methods for copyright infringement. In terms of the “4th industrial revolution,”
which has become a hot issue around the world recently, the importance of content is being
emphasized more each day in relation to the convergence of technology - content, convergence
of technology - technology, and convergence of industry - industry. And the backbone of
content, copyrights, is expected to become even more important in the future. In order to
actively respond to such a changing environment, the KCOPA plans to not only make efforts
to create a foundation for protecting domestic/international copyright protection, but also
dedicate itself to establishing a cooperative system with copyright-related institutions so that
the organization can contribute to the advancement of our content industry and national
competitiveness in the copyright sector.
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The Field Response Bureau is in charge of eradicating the distribution of offline illegal
reproductions and is made up of the Offline Colligation Team and SW Piracy Protection Team.
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Moving toward a royalty recipient nation with a 680 million
USD copyright trade balance surplus in 2015
- The copyright trade balance will switch to surplus starting in 2013 and
continue to rise until 2015 According to the “Intellectual Property Right Trade Balance (tentative) in 2015” announced
th
by the Bank of Korea on May 19 (Thu), the deficit gap of Korea’s copyright trade balance has

decreased each year since the first statistical aggregation in 2010, and with the first changeover
to a surplus was in 2013, which found that the surplus gap increased until 2015.

The copyright trade balance has increased by 1.56 billion USD for the
last 5 years and recorded a 680 million USD surplus in 2015
According to the announcement of this year’s result, Korea’s intellectual property trade
balance recorded a 4.09 billion USD surplus in 2015, but the copyright trade balance was
found to have 680 million USD surplus. Since the 880 million USD deficit recorded in 2010,
the copyright trade balance has continue to continue its surplus march by recording 640
million USD in 2014 and 680 million USD in 2015 after the first changeover to a 2,000 USD
surplus in 2013.

Software copyrights such as games are the driving force of this surplus,
and large improvements are also made in cultural arts copyrights
trade balances as well as those centered on music and videos
Copyright trade balances are being gathered based on the import/export statistics of
research & development copyrights, software copyrights, and cultural art copyrights. Above
all, the 960 million USD surplus recorded in 2015 from research & development and software
copyrights that include games, etc., have been analyzed to the be main reason behind the
overall change to a surplus. Although we are still experiencing a deficit in cultural arts
copyrights, its deficit gap is also steadily improving with sharp decrease from 780 million USD
in 2010 to 290 million USD in 2015. This is due to the improvement of the deficit gap driven
by the expansion of cultural content exports such as K-Pop and K-Drama, which are
music/video copyright trade balances that are included in cultural arts copyrights. Because of
this, there is an increasing expectation of surplus changeover in the future for cultural arts
copyright trade balance as well.
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(100 million USD)
r

r

r

r

r

p

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

-8.8

-5.0

-2.7

0.2

6.4

6.8

Cultural Arts Copyright

-7.77

-6.1

-7.39

-8.12

-4.13

-2.85

Music/Video

-5.67

-4.48

-5.55

-6.00

-3.29

-2.29

Literary
Work/Theater/Art/Architecture/Photo/Figure

-2.10

--1.64

-1.84

-2.12

-0.84

-0.55

Research & Development and SW
Copyright

-1.0

1.2

4.7

8.3

10.5

9.6

Research & Development

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.12

0.18

Computer Program

-0.10

1.92

4.84

7.08

7.13

6.82

Database

-0.92

-0.77

-0.18

1.19

3.24

2.60

In terms of the changes in import/export copyright trades during the last 5 years, the import
copyright trading has increased by less than twofold from 1.77 billion USD in 2010 to 3.41 billion
USD in 2015, but the export copyright trading has increased by almost 5 times from 890 million
USD in 2010 to 4.09 billion USD in 2015. This has been analyzed as the result of the steady
increase of content exports to China, Japan, and Southeast Asian countries.
< Trend of Import/Export Copyright Trading >
(100 million USD)
r

r

r

r

r

p

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Annual

Import Copyright Trading

17.7

19.0

20.2

26.5

28.6

34.1

Export Copyright Trading

8.9

14.0

17.5

26.7

35.0

40.9

Exports of cultural content in 2015 also increased by 10.5% compared to
the previous year.
On the other hand, according to the “Report on Content Industry Trends,” which was
jointly published by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (Minister Kim Jong-deok,
hereinafter “Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism”) and the Korea Creative Content Agency
(Director Song Seong-gak, hereinafter “KOCCA”) on May 23rd (Mon), the cultural content
exports in 2015 were found to have increased by 10.5% up to 5.83 billion USD (tentative).
This is within the same context as the 2015 copyright trade balance. A closer look at the
export per sector in 2015 shows that the scale of exports in the game industry was the
largest at 3.2 billion USD, accounting for 55.35 of the entire content industry. Exports in
comparison to the previous year increased significantly for films (228.7%), TV (26%),
animation (15.7%), and characters (12.6%).
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< Export Scale of Content Industry from 4th Quarter 2014 to 4th Quarter 2015 >
Exports
2014

2015

Industry
Annual

1st
Quarter

2nd
Quarter

3rd
Quarter

4th
Quarter

Annual

2015
Year-on-Year
Increase/Dec
rease Rate

Publications

247,268

57,272

60,911

61,657

71,783

251,623

1.8%

Comics

25,562

5,950

5,858

5,923

7,733

25,464

0.4%

Music

335,650

70,406

59,115

116,196

115,023

360,740

7.5%

Games

2,973,834

721,573

735,401

878,013

886,850 3,221,837

8.3%

Films

26,380

14,278

10,855

46,037

15,550

86,719

228.7%

Animation

115,652

29,177

29,064

37,505

38,116

133,862

15.7%

TV

336,019

92,659

80,055

117,244

133,476

423,434

26.0%

Advertisements

76,407

18,423

19,911

19,180

20,351

77,865

1.9%

Characters

489,234

118,976

111,761

158,054

162,030

550,821

12.6%

Knowledge and
Information

479,653

120,838

122,431

147,867

134,587

525,723

9.6%

30,749

169,696

1.1%

1,616,248 5,827,784

10.5%

Content Solution
Total

167,860

39,246

39,912

59,789

5,273,519

1,288,798

1,275,274

1,647,465

The official in charge of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s policies said, “From
the facts of the copyright trade balance, along with the content industry export statistics, it
is a statistical index that can objectively estimate the influence of the Korean Wave, and this
surplus changeover of copyright trade balance is all the more meaningful,” and “in light of
the study results from the Export-Import Bank that states a 100 USD increase in export of
cultural products implies an increase of entire consumer goods export by 412 USD, we will
create an environment that enables the production of quality Korean Wave copyrighted works
such as <The Descendants of the Sun> so that the increasing surplus trend of the copyright
trade balance can continue its momentum. In addition, we will not spare any efforts in
government support for the expansion of markets for Korean Wave products and overseas
protection of copyrights through active trade negotiations.”
Source: Press release by the Korea Federation of Copyright Organizations’ Copyright Protection Center
(June 1)
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- May 25, the launch of Private Consultative Group on Overseas Copyright
Protection at the Lotte Hotel in Seoul -

The opening ceremony of the “Private Consultative Group on Overseas Copyright Protection”
(hereinafter the “Private Consultative Group”), which is sponsored by the Ministry of Culture,
Sports and Tourism (Minister Kim Jong-deok, hereinafter “the Ministry of Culture, Sports and
Tourism”) and organized by the Korea Copyright Commission (Chairman Oh Seung-jong), is
to be held at 11:30 on May 25th (Wed) at the Lotte Hotel in Seoul.

Photos of “Private Consultative Group on Overseas Copyright Protection Opening
Ceremony” event on May 25 From left center, CEO of KBS Media Lee Seon-jae, Minister of
Culture, Sports and Tourism Kim Jong-deok, Chairman of Korea Copyright Commission Oh
Seung-jong, CEO of JYP Publishing Lee Jeong-yun (Photo : Korea Copyright Commission)
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Copyright of our content overseas protected through
private-public partnership
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Launch of the “Private Consultative Group on Overseas Copyright
Protection,” participation by 24 major content organizations
This “Private Consultative Group” in which a total of 24 organizations participated in, such
as groups and organizations related to content industry for TV, films, music, comics (webtoons),
etc., was established to more effectively and actively respond to overseas copyright
infringement on our content and to support the local activation of legal distribution.
With the participation by more than 50 people such as representatives of the participating
organizations and officials from the assistant administrating institution, the Korea Copyright
Commission, the ceremony will be a place to discuss the future direction of overseas
copyright protection activities in the private sector and private collaboration plans as well as
sharing the latest issues of the copyright industry.

Setting the cornerstone of private cooperation for the protection of
overseas copyrights
In countries with advanced copyright practices such as the U.S. and Japan, private
authorities such as MPA (U.S.), BSA (U.S.), and CODA (Japan) have not only already been
establishing and implementing survey and information sharing on overseas copyright
infringements, but also actively responding to such infringements by collaborating with the
public sector, connecting with relevant authoritative organizations, etc.
The “Private Consultative Group” that is being formed will shed light on the consumption
and infringement status of Korean content for major countries and share information among
authorities in order to jointly respond to overseas copyright infringement. Furthermore, through
active collaboration with relevant organizations in the U.S., Japan, etc., the Private Consultative
Group is expected to become the backbone of overseas copyright protection.
In particular, due to the results of immediate blocking of illegal distribution of TV content,
such as the reduction of deletion times (11 days → 2~3 hours) for Korean content that is
being illegally distributed online in China through private Korea-China collaboration last year,
as well as plans to expand the private Korea-China collaboration in other fields such as music
and webtoon starting this year, these activities are expected to be more systematic and apply
to a wider range of content.

Contribution to sustainable growth of the content industry and establishing
a virtuous cycle
The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism also plans to raise local conformity of overseas
copyright protection policies based on the facts gathered in the industry through the “Private
Consultative Group” and establish a close collaborative relationships such as supporting
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sustainable growth of the content industry as well as creating cultural prosperity and creative
economy as a result.
The Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism Kim Jong-deok said “The activities of the
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connection with overseas copyright offices(Korea Copyright Commission) in order to support

‘Private Consultative Group on Overseas Copyright Protection’ will greatly contribute to
creating a virtuous cycle where the international recognition of Korean content at fair value
will lead to more active content production,” and “the government will also spare no efforts
News

to support all the hard work in the private sector.”
Source: Press release by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (May 24)

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s Special Judicial
Police cracks down on illegal character reproductions through
its partnership with the Korea Customs Service
- 6 business owners indicted without detention for selling illegal reproductions
on/offline stores, and confiscation 14,474 articles From July to August, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s (Minister Kim
Jong-deok, hereinafter “the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism”) special judicial police
on copyright jointly conducted the search and confiscation of illegal reproduction sales stores
in Seoul/Busan/Incheon/Bucheon with the Korea Customs Service, Copyright Protection
Center, etc., and confiscated a total of 14,474 articles and indicted without detaining 6
distributors.
In particular, this enforcement was conducted on targeted large-scale distributors of illegal
reproductions while operating Internet websites and offline stores at the same time, and it
was jointly implemented with the Korea Customs Service’s special judicial police in order to
block the import channel of illegal reproductions.
The official in charge of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s policies said, “Recently,
there has been a rapid expansion of distribution, especially with illegally reproduced famous
character products such as <Pororo>, <Ironman>, <Heroes>, and <Ninjago>.

Because there

many cases of illegal reproductions being imported from overseas, we will continue to closely
collaborate with the Korea Customs Service to not only track down the distributors of illegal
reproductions, but also the importers so that they can be judged by the law.”
Source: Press release by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (August 25)
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The first arrest of an illegal copyright website operator with an
overseas server
- Illegal overseas websites are no longer blind spots for copyright infringement
crackdowns “You don’t have to worry because this server is located overseas and outside the influence
of the Korean investigative right.”
This content was uploaded on a bulletin by an illegal website operator as a notification to
the members.
Although there was a limit on the government enforcement concerning websites that
shared massive amounts of illegal copyrighted works with servers located overseas
(hereinafter “illegal overseas websites”), the operator of an illegal overseas website that
shared large quantities of literary works was recently arrested by the special judicial police
for copyright after a persistent investigation over a 4 month period.
The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s (Minister Cho Yun-seon, hereinafter “the
Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism”) special judicial police on copyright arrested the
operator of an illegal overseas website that infringed on copyrights at the home of the violator
on August 25th and shut down the website. The violator had illegally posted and enabled the
members to download large quantities of domestic novels/comics, translated Japanese
novels, etc., via the violator’s website.
The website that was closed down had a server in the U.S., and with the start of its
operation in August of last year, it posted 15,514 articles of literary works such as novels
and comics that the violator had personally scanned or the members who uploaded the
works, having confirmed a total of 9.91 million downloads.
In particular, unlike the general illegal overseas websites that created profit from advertisements
by inducing access from the general public through giving free access to literary works, the
illegal overseas website that was exposed was found to have gained a total of 140 million
KRW in unfair profit by operating the website based on a membership system, where the
members posted the PIN number of gift certificates on the exchange bulletin board and the
operator gave points needed for the download accordingly, which the operator then used to
exchange the certificates into money through an organization that managed gift certificates.
In addition, the personal information of the 4 people who participated in the operation of
websites other than the operators, who were recently arrested along and 2 business owners
that illegally scanned the books with the request from the operator have already been
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charges is underway.
The official in charge of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s policies emphasized
that “having the servers overseas is a method of evading enforcement by the investigative
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secured, and the in-depth investigation to shed light on the level of their participation and

agencies, and most of the website operators are Korean nationals. As we gather more
investigative leads on illegal overseas websites, we will continue our in-depth investigations
that may lead to the arrest of the operators and their prosecution of the law so that we can
News

gradually establish a proper order in the distribution of copyrighted works.”
Source: Press release by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (September 25th)

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism creates the first
free phone that can be used without any worry of copyright
infringement
- Opening of the 4th Public Writing Treasure Hunt Contest from October
7 ~ 31 The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (Minister Cho Yun-seon, hereinafter “the Ministry
of Culture, Sports and Tourism”) and the Korea Copyright Commission (Chairman: currently
vacant) are jointly holding the “4th Public Writing Treasure Hunt Contest (application period
from October 7 ~31, 2016, hereinafter “Public Writing Treasure Hunt”)” related to the design
of handwritten font for the purpose of creating a font program.
The font program (True Type Font (TTF)) that is widely used for schools, offices, and
design work can be easily downloaded for free at portal sites, etc. However, as we can see
from the recent law suit filed against an elementary school by a font producing company,
such free font programs cannot be used permanently or are limited to personal use in many
cases, and use by schools and companies is causing many disputes in relation to the violation
of the ｢Copyright Act｣. This Public Writing Treasure Hunt aims to ensure that font files can
be used by the public without any worry of copyright issues by producing and providing a
font program free of charge based on the excellent design picked from the public handwriting
contest such as calligraphy.
Any Korean citizen can participate in the contest by writing the “Preface of Hunminjeongeum”
that was written by King Sejong on a A4 paper, converting the document into a JPG or PDF file,
and submitting the file at www.findbomul.kr. The handwriting that is selected as the best work
based on the evaluation by font and calligraphy experts will be made into a font program and
distributed (during the first half of 2017), and the winner will also receive a small monetary gift.
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Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism Cho Yun-seon said, “a font program that is unique
and yet highly legible created through the contest is expected to become a tremendous
driving force toward creative activities,” and “in celebration of the coming Hangul
Proclamation Day, we hope the fonts from the contest can become a creative resource and
an element movement toward globalization that can widely spread the excellence and
creativity of our shining cultural heritage, Hangul, and contribute to our proud culture.
Source: Press release by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism (October 7th)
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A study on the effect of blocking access
to illegal copyright websites in Korea
Written by | Ahn Jae-hyeon, CEO of Motion Picture Association of America(MPA)

Research Background
Website access blocking refers to measures that are instructed to Internet Service
Providers (ISP) in accordance with a court order or an administrative procedure in order to
block access to websites that infringe copyright from Internet users. The purpose of website
access blocking is to 1) reduce the use of copyright infringing websites that are blocked as
well as bypass websites. 2) A bigger purpose is to reduce distribution channels with frequent
copyright infringement (ex, P2P) and the use of entire copyright infringing websites and 3)
so that use of legal websites by users can increase.
The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and Korea Copyright Commission has been
requesting the block of domestic internet access on overseas copyright infringing websites
to the Korea Communication Standards Commission since 2011 in order to respond to
copyright infringement via overseas illegal websites.
Accordingly, the Korea Communication Standards Commission approves two regular access
blocks per year for copyright infringing websites. Starting from August 2014 to June 2015,
the Korea Communication Standards Commission has approved the complete access block
that applies to Internet Service Providers (ISP), including wired and mobile, targeting a total
of 106 copyright infringing websites, which include 77 P2P websites.3) The block order was
implemented for 18 websites in August 2014 (first block), 26 websites in November 2014
(second block), and 62 websites in June 2016 (third block), which was the highest number
of blocks.
In this study, the effect of block on copyright infringing websites implemented in Korea
has been analyzed in two phases. In the first phase, the behavioral pattern of users in the
access-blocked websites were analyzed, and in the second phase, the behavioral pattern of
users in the entire copyright infringing websites4) were comprehensively analyzed to prove
3) The P2P website mentioned in this article includes torrent websites.
4) Based on the selective standard of MPA, Nilsen KoreanClick selected 157 websites as the entire copyright infringing
websites.
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measure for preventing online copyright infringement.
< Access-blocked Websites in Korea >

2

Blocked Websites

Aug. 2014

18

4shared.com, btmoa.com, funshion.com/fun.tv, playzoa.com, tcafe.net,
tnori.us, togoon.com, tohaja.net, tonawa.net, torinee.net, torrent777.com,
torrentbada.com, torrentgun.net, torrentkg.com, torrentmr.com, totorg.com,
ttox.net, tv0u.com

26

4shared-china.com, bamizoa.com, bitsnoop.com, cloudzoa.net, hi-bogo.net,
mp30u.com, mytcafe.com, sudazoa.com, sudazoa.net, tcafez.com, tfreeca.com,
tnori.kr, tnori.org, togoons.com, tohari.com, torenzoa.info, torinee.org,
torrentbom.com, torrentby.net, torrentby.us, torrentcup.net, torrentdown.net,
torrentoa.com, totosky.com, tvday.net, tvzil.co.kr

62

abctb.net, bamizoa.net, bananatb.com, bananatb.net, bbtb.kr, chakantv.co.kr,
chakantv.net, chakhantv.co.kr, chakhantv.com, chosuntv.net, cloudzoa.info,
ftb.kr, gongwon.net, gwtorrent.com, happitv.co.kr, kgbtv.net, kgtv.co.kr,
liveday.net, mblaq.net, tcafe.info, tcafev.com, tcafex.com, tcafez.net,
tfreeca.org, tfreeca.us, thepiratebay.org, thepiratebay.se, thepiratebay.to,
tmong.info, tnori.net, tobogo.net, togle.info, togoon.org, togoonz.com,
torinee.info, torrent82.com, torrentdada.com, torrentdada.net, torrentdn.com,
torrenters.com, torrentgogo.com, torrentgogo.net, torrentman.net,
torrentme.net, torrentmr.net, torrentred.com, torrentred.net, torters.com,
tosarang.net, tozoa.info, tvzil.com, tvzil.kr, tvzil.us, tzoa.info, ubtoz.com,
uptv.co.kr, wmovie.net, wonzoh.com, xdm.co.kr, xkm.kr, ychannel.net,
yumdisk.com

November
2014

June 2015

Results of Research Phase 1: Impact of blocked copyright infringing
websites
After the access block measure on websites, the volume of usage (traffic) was found to
have decreased significantly. During the 3 months after each block, the traffic of PC and
mobile users of the blocked websites were found to have decreased by 90% on average
compared to month prior to the block. After the first block (Aug. 2014), the number of
websites visitors from July to November 2014 decreased by 97%. The number of visitors to
the corresponding websites after the second block (Nov. 2014) decreased by 93% from
October 2014 to February 2015, and the number of visitors decreased by 79% from May to
September 2015 after the third block (Jun. 2015).
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< Number of Visitors to Access-blocked Websites >

In terms of platforms, the reduction rate of mobile was found to have a higher overall
fluctuation due it being a smaller sample compared to other platforms, the reduction of entire
platform traffic showed the same phenomenon for both PC and mobile platform users.
< Reduction Ratio of the Number of Visitors (Traffic) to Access-blocked Websites
(Comparison of 1 Month before and 3 Months after the Block) >
First Block

Second Block

Third Block

PC & Mobile

97% Reduction

93% Reduction

79% Reduction

PC

97% Reduction

92% Reduction

80% Reduction

Mobile

94% Reduction

99% Reduction

77% Reduction

After each block, there were websites that showed new visitors to the existing copyright
infringing websites, among which alternative websites that were created to bypass the
access block were included. Accordingly, the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and
Korea Copyright Commission have consider the websites that are created after each access
block as the key targets and are quickly taking block measures when they occur through the
collaboration with the Korea Communication Standards Commission.

Results of Research Phase 2: Ramifications of access blocking of
copyright infringing websites
The total number of visitors to the entire copyright infringing websites reduced after the
blocking of each website. Measurements after 3 months of blocking in comparison to 1
month prior to the blocking showed that the figures reduced by 7% after the first block (Aug.
2014), 10% after the second block (Nov. 2014), and 36% after the third block (Jun. 2015).
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The number of visitors to P2P websites reduced by 15% after the second block (Nov. 2014)
and by 51% after the third block (Jun. 2015).
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The reduction of visitors to P2P websites (77 among 106 block-targeted websites were
P2P websites.) that has the most online copyright infringements in Korea led to such trend.

< Changes in Number of Visitors per Website Type >
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< Reduction Ratio of the Number of Visitors to Copyright Infringing Websites per Website Type
(Comparison between 1 Month before and 3 Months after the Blocks) >
First Block

Second Block

Third Block

Host

60% Reduction

50% Reduction

4% Reduction

Link

8% Reduction

4% Increase

8% Reduction

P2P

4% Reduction

15% Reduction

51% Reduction

Total

7% Reduction

10% Reduction

36% Reduction

In terms of platforms, although mobile data showed a higher overall fluctuation due to its
smaller sample size, as mentioned earlier, the number of mobile visitors showed a greater
reduction gap than that of PC, and this is more prominent after the access block from June
2015 (48% reduction).
< Reduction Ratio of the Number of Visitors to Entire Copyright Infringing Websites per Platform
(Comparison between 1 Month before and 3 Months after the Blocks) >
First Block

Second Block

Third Block

PC & Mobile

7% Reduction

10% Reduction

36% Reduction

PC

7% Reduction

10% Reduction

34% Reduction

Mobile

4% Reduction

15% Reduction

48% Reduction
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Conclusion and Implications
This study showed that blocking access to copyright infringing websites sharply reduced
the use of the websites. After three blocks of websites from 2014 to 2015, the number of
visitors to the blocked websites decreased by an average of 90%, and the number of visitors
to entire copyright infringing websites also decreased gradually.
∙ After three months of blocked access, the total number of visitors to the blocked illegal
websites decreased by an average of 90% compared to 1 month prior to the block. The
recorded reduction was 97% after the first block (Aug. 2014), 93% after the second block
(Nov. 2014), and 79% after the third block (Jun. 2015).
∙ The most reduced number of visitors among the entire copyright infringing websites was
shown by P2P websites, which were the most blocked distribution channel, where the
number of P2P website visitors decreased by 51% after 3 months of the third block
(Jun. 2015) in comparison to 1 month prior to the block.
As proven through the results of this study, the implementation of access blocking of
domestic Internet to respond to copyright infringement via overseas illegal websites was
confirmed to be very effective. However, as there was confirmation on the phenomenon of
newly created bypass addresses or new websites related to the blocked websites, the
domestic access blocking measure needs to be continued periodically, and immediate
response to alternative websites needs to be implemented systematically with monitoring to
achieve a greater effect.
In addition to such government measures, a mature copyright protection awareness that
enables use of content at a fair price must be established in order to fully activate the
domestic content industry, which is the future growth engine of the next generation.
※ The content of the articles in this paper may be different than the views of the Kroea Copyright
Protection Agency
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China’s “Top 10 Illegal Reproduction Distribution Cases” in
2015
Written by | Lim Ji-yeon, Special Correspondent of Chosun Ilbo in China

China’s National Copyright Administration held the “China's Internet Copyright Protection
Contest (hereinafter “Protection Contest”)” in celebration of the “16th World Intellectual
Property Day” on April 26th and announced the “Top 10 Illegal Reproduction Distribution Cases
(hereinafter “Top 10 Cases)” in 2015.
This “Protection Contest” revealed China’s heightened interest in copyright as the event
had participation by relevant institutions and enterprises such as the State Intellectual
Property Office and regional intellectual property offices including Beijing Intellectual Property
Office as well as World Intellectual Property Organization’s (WIPO) China Office, China’s
state-owned Xinhua News Agency, and National Internet Management Center.
In particular, this year, the follow-up measures, as well as penalty results concerning the
perpetrators of the violation from “top 10 cases of illegal copyrights,” were made public
together, and the National Copyright Administration carried out the punishment by
categorizing the cases into administrative and criminal dispositions depending on the severity
of the crime.
It has been evaluated that the penalty level increased to the next level such as upgrade
of sanctions that has been conducted based on past administrative disposition on the
violators’ actions to direct criminal dispositions. In addition, the different impositions of the
penalty level were made on the main subject and simple participant to the violation of the
Copyright Act.
Such method of disposition has been evaluated by experts as an update to China’s efforts
to erase the “disgrace” of being called the “grave of the copyright world.”

6 Cases of Online Violation of the Copyright Act
Concerning the violation cases of the Copyright Act online, 6 representative cases were
included in the “Top 1o Cases” in 2015, which included ① unauthorized posting and sale of
E-Book : “Beijing Geumdochangyeon International Technology Co., Ltd.,” ② unauthorized
reproduction and sharing of 62,286 songs : “DJ020 Network” ③ distribution of illegally
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of copyrighted images : “Runrun Movie Network” ⑤ illegal sharing of copyrighted images :
“Cool Movie” and ⑥ illegal reproduction of online games : “The Path of Wind and Cloud”

1. Unauthorized posting and sale of “E-Book”: Beijing Geumdochangyeon
International Technology Co., Ltd.

exposed an e-book publication company “Beijing Geumdochangyeon International Technology

News

In June 2015, “Beijing Administrative Law Enforcement Corps of the Culture Market”
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reproduced books : “Beijing Tianying Jiuzhou Network Technology Co., Ltd.” ④ illegal distribution

Co., Ltd.” for reproducing copyrighted works without the consent from the copyright holder
or changing partial content of the copyrighted works without authorization and posting and
selling them online.
The corresponding company was found to have recorded business profit of 63,000 CNY
(appx. 11.2 million KRW) through the above illegal activity and obtained pure profit of 28,200
CNY (appx. 5 million KRW).
The “Beijing Administrative Law Enforcement Corps of the Culture Market” confiscated all
of the illegal income of 28,200 CNY (appx. 5 million KRW) and brought an administrative
regulations set forth in Article 18 of the Regulations on Protecting the Right of Propagation
through Information Network and Article 53 of the Copyright Act.

2.. Unauthorized reproduction and sharing of 62,286 songs: “DJ020 Network”
In December 2014, the “Guangzhou Cultural Comprehensive Administration Law Enforcement
General Team” exposed the online music website “DJ020 Network”. “DJ020 Network”
reproduced and shared as many as 62,286 songs without the consent of copyright holders
within just 2 months of opening and obtained illegal profit of 6,240 CNY(appx. 1.14 million
KRW) from the membership subscribers.
On June 29th of the following year, “Guangzhou Cultural Comprehensive Administration
Law Enforcement General Team” confiscated all of the illegal profit of 6,240 CNY (appx. 1.14
million KRW) and sentenced a fine of 1,318,973 CNY (appx. 34.55 million KRW). In addition,
it announced the transfer of the website operators to the state office of the corresponding
region and to hold them liable for criminal charges at a later date.
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3. Distribution of illegally reproduced books: “Beijing Tianying Jiuzhou
Network Technology Co., Ltd.”
In June 2015, the National Copyright Administration exposed the “Beijing Tianying Jiuzhou
Network Technology Co., Ltd.” for continuously sharing a wide variety and uncertain number
of illegal reproductions via online e-book website “Bonghwanggonggae.” In the same year,
the corresponding enterprise received an administrative action that imposed a total of
250,000 CNY (appx. 44 million KRW) in fines in accordance with “Article 48 of the Copyright
Act,” “Articles 36~37 of the Enforcement Decree of the Copyright Act,” and “Article 18 of
the Regulations on Protecting the Right of Propagation through Information Network .”

4. Illegal distribution of copyrighted images: “Runrun Movie Network”
In November 2014, the Hunan National Copyright Administration exposed the image
website company “Runrun Movie Network” for reproducing and sharing a total of 467 videos
such as “Gravity” online without authorization. On July 10th of the following year, the
corresponding company had 1 electronic device confiscated that was used for reproduction,
the website was completely deleted, and was given a fine of 50,000 CNY (appx. 9 million
KRW) in accordance with “Article 48 of the Copyright Act,” “Article 36 of the Enforcement
Decree of the Copyright Act,” and “Article 18 of the Regulations on Protecting the Right of
Propagation through Information Network.”

5. Illegal sharing of copyrighted images: “Cool Movie”
In 2014, the Ministry of Public Security in Xuzhou City, Jinangsu Province exposed the
illegal sharing of videos on the “Cool Movie,” which is a video website operated by Mr. Jeon
and his group.
The “Cool Movie”, which opened in May 2010, created a setting that links to films on other
legally-distributing companies’ websites, and by the method of automatically displaying
advertisements when the corresponding videos are clicked, the company is known to have
obtained a total illegal profit of 1.22 million CNY (appx. 217 million KRW) from advertisement
companies.
Intermediate People’s Court in Xuzhou City, Jinangsu Province sentenced Mr. Jeon and his
group to 3 years and 6 months imprisonment and 700,000 CNY (appx. 124 million KRW) in
accordance with the Article 217 of the Criminal Act, and imposed additional charge of 1.14
million CNY (appx. 200 million KRW) that they had illegally obtained.
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In March 2015, Copyright Administration of Chengdu City, Sichuan Province” confirmed
that the online game “The Legend of New Silk Road” that is provided from the online website
“The Path of Wind and Cloud” was reproduced without actual authorization from the copyright
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6. Illegal reproduction of online games: “The Path of Wind and Cloud”

holder, and based on this, an arrested was made of Mr. Chu and his group for obtaining a
total of 1.2 million CNY (appx. 13 million KRW) in illegal profit.

imprisonment and imposed 150,000 CNY (appx. 26.9 million KRW) in fine to the group in

News

The People’s Court in Chingyang, Chengdu City, Sichuan Province sentenced a 3-year
th
accordance with Article 217 of the Criminal Act on December 29 .

4 Cases of Offline Violation of the Copyright Act
Concerning the violation cases of the Copyright Act offline per region, cases that occurred
in a total of 4 locations were included in the “Top 10 Cases” in 2015, which included ① Hebei
Province : distribution of illegal reproduced books, ② Shandong Province : exposure of
illegally reproduced CD company ‘8·05,’ ③ Anhui Province : sale of illegally reproduced
books, and ④ Zhejiang Province : arrest of business operator Mr. Jeong and his group for
Global Insight

illegal reproduction and distribution of books.

1. Hebei Province: distribution of illegal reproduced books
In October 2014, the “Copyright Administrative Enforcement Law of Bao Ding City, Hebei
Province” and “Ministry of Public Security in New Downtown-area” exposed Mr. Jang and his
group of 4 for distributing illegally reproduced books on the market.
The group has been illegally distributing and selling 29 types of copyrighted books, a total
of 67,752 books, that are owned by 9 publishing companies since April of 2014, and based
on this, they were confirmed to have obtained 5,726,704 million CNY (appx. 101.8 million
KRW) in illegal profits.
The “Administrative Enforcement Law in Bao Ding City, Hebei Province” sentenced the
main subject of the group Mr. Jang to a 3-year imprisonment and 3 million CNY (appx. 533
million KRW) in fines for violating the Copyright Act based on Article 217 of the Criminal Law
of the People’s Republic of China. In addition, with the sentencing of 1-year imprisonment,
2-year suspension, and 2.8 million CNY (appx. 500 million KRW) in fines for each of the
participants, the difference in the severity of sentence between the main subject and
participants of the crime attracted attention.
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2. Shandong Province: exposure of illegally reproduced CD company ‘8·05’
In November 2013, the “Copyright Administration in Zibo City, Shandong Province” and
regional state office exposed the manufacturing company “8·05” that has been illegally
reproducing and selling CDs. The group has been confirmed to have sold a total of 33 types
of CDs via the online distribution website “Taobao” in China from April 2013 to February 2014
and obtained approximately 5.3 million CNY (appx. 950 million KRW) in illegal profits.
The “People’s Court of Hi-Tech Industry Development Zone in Zibo City, Shandong
Province” sentenced 3-year imprisonment and 30,000 CNY (appx. 2.36 million KRW) in fines
to Mr. Jang, the operator of manufacturing company “8·05,” in accordance with the
regulations in Article 217 of the Criminal Act, etc. In addition, 1-year and 6-month
imprisonment, 2-year suspension, and 10,000 CNY (appx. 1.75 million KRW) in fines were
sentenced to each of the participants in consideration of their relative severity of the crime.
This case attracted attention as it became an example of the disappearing boundary
between on/offline sales channels as the illegal CDs that have been reproduced and sold
offline have been distributed via online distributor “Taobao.”

3. Anhui Province: sale of illegally reproduced books
In February 2015, “Cultural Comprehensive Law Enforcement General Team in Hefei City,
Anhui Province” exposed Mr. Jang and his group of 5 for illegally reproducing and distributing
31 types of books on management and 242 books on music course, among others.
As such, the Hefei Culture Radio & TV News Publication Bureau confiscated all illegally
reproduced books and imposed a fine of 165,000 CNY (appx. 30 million KRW) in accordance
with “Article 48 of the Copyright Act” and “Article 36 of the Enforcement Decree of the
Copyright Act.”

4. Zhejiang Province: arrest of business operator Mr. Jeong and his group
for the illegal reproduction and distribution of books
On June 24th, 2014, Copyright Administration in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province and regional
state office exposed Mr. Jeong and his group for obtaining a total of 1 million CNY (appx.
80 million KRW) in illegal profits by conducting illegal reproduction and on/offline distribution
of books for profit purposes from 2013 to 2014.
rd
On November 3 , 2015, Hangzhou Gongshu People’s Court sentenced a 3-year and

6-month imprisonment and 1 million CNY (appx. 80 million KRW) in fines to Mr. Jeong and
his group in accordance with the regulations in Article 217 of the Criminal Act.
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The above 10 cases copyright infringements in 2015 shows the two types of serious
problems with the protection of intellectual property in the current Internet age
comprehensively. According to the nature of consumers who are used to the Internet age
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Implications

that is represented by “free use” and “sharing and diffusion,” the conflict between copyright
protection and the consumers’ right to freely use information has materialized in practice.

consumers’ level of expectation on information sharing and disclosure, it is becoming ever

News

Furthermore, from the fact that the activation of Internet networks are increasing the
more important to raise the awareness on the protection of intellectual property for the
consumers living in this information age.
For this reason, the experts in the relevant fields agree that the establishment of laws and
transition of concepts must be implemented together over a long period.5)
※ The content of the articles in this paper may be different than the views of the Kroea Copyright
Protection Agency

Global Insight

5)

<知识产权保护应直面网络时代>, 朱昌俊, 光明日报 Reported on 2016.05.30, http://opinion.china.com.cn
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Korean Wave Infringement and Responsive Measure in
Thailand
Written by | Kim Hye-chang, Head of Korea Copyright Commission Bangkok Office

Popularity of the Korean Wave in Thailand
Recently, the popularity of the Korean drama <The Descendants of the Sun> was also felt
in Thailand. A picture of Thailand military personnel posing in a specific scene in the drama
was uploaded via Facebook and became a topic of conversation, and the current Prime
Minister, who has army commander background, also publicly complimented the drama by
saying “it is a drama about the patriotism and responsibility of soldiers” even before the
drama was officially imported and broadcast in Thailand.
Based on May of this year, more than 20 Korean dramas, variety shows, etc., are being
broadcast via terrestrial TV in Thailand, and more than 30 concerts and fan meetings of
Korean singers and celebrities were held in Thailand with great local response. The popularity
of Korean copyrighted works can be said to continue its upward trend in Thailand based on
examples such as heavy traffic congestion caused by Korean singers’ fan signing event and
advance of Korean actors in Thailand dramas.

The Status of Korean Wave Infringement in Thailand
Despite such popularity of Korean Wave copyrighted works, there is low awareness on the
overall protection of copyright. Accordingly, frequent copyright infringements are the current
status in Thailand. The USTR conducts evaluations and announces levels of intellectual
property protection of countries around the world each year, and Thailand has not been able
to come down from the Priority Watch List for many years now. On top of the offline problem
of illegally reproduced CD/DVD sales, online streaming websites along with the expansion of
broadband mobile networks are gathering a lot of Korean Wave fans in Thailand without the
consent of the copyright holders.
For example, there are more than 100 Thailand websites providing Korean drama/film
content via streaming or downloading without permission that were confirmed by the Korea
Copyright Commission’s Bangkok Office alone in 2015. Some drama or broadcasting
programs can be viewed with Thai subtitles as quick as only a few hours after being aired
in Korea. URL sharing via SNS such as Facebook or Line is also common.
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of fairly old Korean dramas as well as those that have just recently ended can be found. The
U.S. has specially labeled these areas as “Red Zones” to urge special attention by the Thai
government. In 2014, Bruno Mars uploaded a photo of himself holding his own illegally
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Although there have been gradual reductions recently, there are many places that openly
sell illegally reproduced DVDs in major shopping areas in Bangkok, where significant number

reproduced CD in his hand on SNS at one of these locations, Khaosan Road, which became
a quite an issue.

a few years ago locally called the dream box is an Internet set-top box. It broadcasts Korean

News

Along with the incorporation of broadband Internet networks, a new medium that emerged
TV channels in real-time via wired/wireless Internet and provides multiple dramas in films
in a VOD format. Usually, their advertisements are targeted to overseas Koreans who have
high demand for Korean TV and are sold at a monthly fee of 30,000 KRW. As Korean
broadcasting companies that have a history of filing a litigation concerning TV PAD that was
widely sold in the Americas, they have also publicized advertisements that raise awareness
on the illegal nature of such services in the media for Korean residents abroad.
A notable change in Thailand is the spread of a service called “over-the-top” that refers
to a service that provides diverse media content such as broadcast programs, films, and
Thailand, and Thai services such as HollywoodHDTV, PrimeTime, MonoMaxxx, and Hooq are
making efforts to expand their markets through active advertisements. They are expected to
take position as major legal distribution channels.
One of the areas that are showing recent increases in illegal reproductions other than
visual media is the webtoon. Currently, advances have been made by Line webtoon, Comico,
etc., and are being serviced. Due to the nature of the genre that enables easy reproduction,
multiple works are being shared via more than 20 illegal websites. There are many case of
content being simultaneously provided via illegal reproduction websites of Aon Japanese
comics, etc. Although there are multiple illegal streaming or download websites for Korean
music, there are many Thai users that listen via YouTube because it’s free. Popularity of
drama OSTs along with the popularity of dramas is also another characteristic.
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< Efforts by the Thai government toward copyright protection >

In Thailand, the Department of Intellectual Property (DIP) affiliated with the Ministry of
Commerce is in charge of the protection and promotion of intellectual property that include
copyrights. Many activities to raise awareness on and protect copyrights are also being
conducted. The following are a few distinguishing activities that were conducted during the
first half of 2016.

(1) ‘Copyright Motion Infographic Contest 2016’
The Thai Department of Intellectual Property (DIP) held the “Copyright Motion Infographic
Contest” event to promote the revised Copyright Act and to raise Thai citizens’ awareness
on copyright protection. The contest involved college students to create 3-minute videos that
convey copyright in an easy and fun way. As a result, many works that convey copyright
information have been produced, which are expected to be used in various ways to improve
the awareness on protection in the future. The Korea Copyright Commission also sponsored
the event by providing a study abroad opportunity concerning Korean copyright to the winning
team.

(2) Counterfeit Products and Illegal Reproduction Disposal Event
In order to show the Thai government’s intention to protect intellectual property and raise
the public’s awareness on intellectual property protection, the Thailand’s Department of
Intellectual Property (DIP) is holding a Counterfeit Products and Illegal Reproduction Disposal
Event each year. This year’s event that was held on March 31st with a total of 1,244,549
articles of counterfeit products and illegal reproductions, amounting to 126 tons and 729
million THB in losses, which were confiscated by Thai police, customs, etc., which were
disposed or incinerated. Among them, CDs/DVDs accounted for 330,000 articles.
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(3) Copyright Infringement Warning Using SNS Hash Tags
Thai citizens widely use SNS such as Facebook and Line. As information on illegal
copyrighted works are also shared on them, DIP is using the method of warning the citizens
by using hashtags6). It is the method of posting a hashtag such as “#Isn’t it cute?” on
comments under the DIP name (Facebook account of DIP), which is the method of getting
response from users and inducing their deletion based on criticism from other users.

Revision of Thai Copyright Act
In 2015, there were two revisions of the Copyright Act Thailand. They were the first
revisions in 20 years since 1994 and they reflect the Thai government’s intention to update
the copyright law that responds to the changes in technological developments. The main
content is as follows.
6)

It is a function that creates a link when a hash (#) is inserted after the content, which plays the role of gathering
content that have the same tags. It is a function that was first started by twitter, but now it is widely used by other
SNS.
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① Prohibition of Recording in Movie Theaters: Partial/full audio or visual recording during screening
in a movie theater without the permission of the copyright holder is considered copyright
infringement.
② Newly Established Infringement Suspension Order on Internet Service Providers: When there is
concern of copyright infringement online, the copyright holder is allowed to request an
infringement suspension order on the corresponding copyrighted work to the court.
③ Prohibition of Incapacitation of Technical Protection Measure: When action is taken with
knowledge that incapacitation of technical protection measure induces a copyright infringement,
it is regulated as infringement.
④ Protection of Rights Management Information: When rights management information is
deleted/changed or when such copyrighted work is communicated to the public or imported for
distribution purposes, it is regulated as infringement.
⑤ Specification of Copyright Exception in Accordance with Exhaustion of Right Principle: Exceptions
according to “first sale” or “exhaustion of right” that does not consider the distribution of the
original or reproduction of copyrighted work obtained legally are not specified as copyright
infringement.
⑥ Exception Regulation on Temporary Reproduction Using Computers: Temporary reproduction by
RAM, etc., of software that occur during the process of using computers are regulated as an
exception to copyright.
⑦ Exception Regulation for People with Disabilities: Reproduction and adaptation for non-profit
purposes for the benefit of visually impaired, hearing-impaired, intellectually handicapped, and
other people with disabilities are permitted such as production of braille books.
⑧ Moral Right Protection for Performers: Moral rights of authors are granted to performers such
as the right to indicate one’s real name and right to maintain the identity of the content.
⑨ Introduction of Multiple Compensation System: A regulation has been set to allow the court to
impose up to twice the amount of damage compensation when public access to copyrighted works
has been enabled with malicious intent.
⑩ Confiscation and Disposal of Illegal Reproductions: A regulation has been set up to allow the
court to give a disposal order along with the confiscation of all products produced based on the
infringement of copyright at the cost of the violator.

Although it is a bit late, the above revisions show the intention of the Thai government
to strengthen Thailand’s copyright protection at an international level. In addition, it can be
said that the government intended to raise the effectiveness of copyright protection through
the reinforcement of enforcement regulations. However, there are criticisms concerning its
inefficiency as a request of court order is required rather than the “notice & take-down”
method among the interested parties that is adopted by most nations in relation to
regulations related to Internet service providers.
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The Korea Copyright Commission’s Bangkok Office was established in 2007 and has been
conducting activities to protect the copyrights of Korean Wave content in Thailand such as
raising awareness of copyrights in Thailand, establishing networks to protect copyrights, and
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Response to Illegal Reproduction in Thailand

expanding the legal market of Korean Wave content. Currently, the approach is largely divided
into the special protection of priority copyrighted works and the constant response to general
copyrighted works related to illegal copyrighted works. The aim of special protection of
quick responses to the discovery of illegal distributions by targeting killer content such as

News

priority copyrighted works is to block the illegal distribution of content through immediate and
popular dramas that have recently aired. In regard to this, the constant response to general
copyrighted works refers to a response system through a notice of infringement that is
continuously searching for illegal distribution websites in Thailand.
In addition, the office is also in charge of providing counseling and consulting on responsive
measures, etc., for legal distribution or relief steps upon copyright infringement on our
copyright companies in Thailand as well as gathering and providing trends on copyright and
related industries in Thailand. In 2015, the 「Thailand Copyright Protection Guide」 was updated
and reflected the latest information. In addition, based on a collaborative relationship with the
Thai government, the “Korea-Thailand Copyright Forum (Workshop)” is held each year to
create an environment that enables legal distribution of our copyrighted works in the future
of Thailand, where Korean Wave has high interest. There are also plans to continuously
promote detailed infringement measures along with activities to improve the awareness on
copyright in Thailand based on close collaborative relationships with the local officials.
※ The content of the articles in this paper may be different than the views of the Kroea Copyright
Protection Agency
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share copyright-related experiences of both countries and discuss current issues. In order to
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ICOTEC Written Interview

I believe the 2016 International Copyright Technology Conference (ICOTEC) that came to
a successful end was an opportunity that provided a place information sharing and
communicating with people who have an interest in copyright issues.
Let’s hear some of the opinions shared by the CEO of CreativeFuture (U.S.), Ruth Vitale,
who gave the keynote speech.

1. Tell me about main content of the ICOTEC 2016 keynote address, and
your impression of the participation.
First and foremost, it was an honor to be invited to the ICOTEC conference, and an even
bigger honor to participate as a keynote speaker. It is always a humbling experience to see
the thousands of people across the planet who recognize the value of creativity and the
importance of effective copyright protection.
The main focus of my keynote address was to explain the variety of efforts that I oversee
as the CEO of CreativeFuture and to explain the problems we face as creatives when it
comes to protecting our right to determine how our works are used and distributed.
Sometimes our efforts can be seen as anti-progress, especially by the technology sector, but
creatives are certainly interested in ways to get their work to their audiences – as long as
they can sustain their livelihoods in the process.

2. Introduce yourself about the CreativeFuture.
I have been at the forefront of independent film production and distribution for more than
three decades, including as Founder and Co-President of Paramount Classics and as
President of Fine Line Features. I have made or distributed over a hundred films, from Dirty
Dancing to Mortal Kombat to Dumb and Dumber to Don Juan DeMarco and The Centerfold,
to smaller films like Shine, You Can Count on Me, Virgin Suicides, and Hustle & Flow –as
well as distributing in the U.S. South Korea’s second highest-grossing film of 2002 – The
Way Home, written and directed by Lee Jeong-hyang. For years, it was my job to find great
scripts or films and shepherd them to the big screen.
In August of 2013, I joined CreativeFuture as its CEO. CreativeFuture promotes the value
of creativity, expanded digital access to legitimate content, and above everything else, we
believe that all creatives have the fundamental right – protected by copyright law – to control
how and where their work is seen, heard, and distributed.
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Let me make one thing clear: Copyright is the only thing that stands between creatives
and the breadline. To creatives, and to their ability to make a living doing what they love,
there is nothing more important.
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3. How do you think about the value of the intellectual property rights?

Big Tech has "changed everything,"as they like to claim. But when it comes to intellectual
property, a creative’s fundamental right to have control over their work has not changed.
independent creative to exercise that right in a world where piracy literally robs them of

News

What has changed – and drastically, beyond anyone’s imagination – is the ability for an
copyright, their property, and their livelihood. Today, artists often have to double as their own
copyright lawyers, spending more time searching the internet and reporting copyright
violations rather than doing what they do best: making art.

4. What do you think about the differences between the copyright
protection in Korea and in USA?
In 2009, the South Korean government acted and amended its 1957 Copyright Act to
better address changes in technology. Certainly, I welcome a discussion about how to deal
with the theft of intellectual property, what constitutes theft, and how much power a state
Many in the music industry in the U.S. believe that our own Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(DMCA) should be re-examined and ultimately rewritten to keep up with the pace of new
technologies. Some think that this is a good idea, while others feel that we should build upon
existing laws instead of revisiting the old ones.
These are the kinds of debates we should be having, because at their center is the idea
that something must be done to protect the interests of those who create the work that fills
the internet with what it needs to exist and survive: content.
Ultimately, I believe that the more collaboration there is between countries like the US and
South Korea to figure out what the best practices are to curb, or even eliminate piracy, the
better off the global creative community will be.
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government should be granted to enforce what it sees as a violation of its copyright laws.
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5. What do you think about the most main defects in intellectual
property rights industry?
Technology moves extremely quickly – every time I turn on my phone there is a new
application that I never knew I couldn’t live without. We live in a world where entertainment
is expected 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The creative communities are ready and
capable to create this massive amount of content to satisfy this need, however creatives
need the tools to protect their work. If we believe that intellectual property rights are
important, which we do, then we need to do whatever we can to make sure they are
protected.

6. Lastly, please tell me freely to the CSTORY’s readers.
Again, I am honored to have been a part of this wonderful conference. Working closely
with a number of people on the other side of the world who feel similarly about the value
of creativity and the rights of creatives has reinvigorated me in this effort.
I hope that everyone who participated at the ICOTEC conference and who is reading this
interview will visit us at www.creativefuture.org and become a member (there are no dues,
we just want your voice) by clicking here.
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Live Scene of Copyright
Protection

“There is nothing like live action.”
The scene of a crackdown on an online open market of illegal
character reproductions

Recently, the distribution of illegally reproduced products has been expanded from the
existing focus on books and music (CD, SD Card) to a character of products such as block
toys and cell phone accessories. Also, along with the diversification of distribution channels
from offline stores to online shopping malls, SNS, etc., the need to enforce the online open
market of illegally reproduced character products is being increased. As such, the Korea
Federation of Copyright Organizations’ Copyright Protection Center conducted 5 crackdowns
on illegal reproductions by targeting online open market distributors of illegal character
reproductions this summer. The live actions of this important scene were accompanied and
captured by C STORY.

July 25th: First Day of Enforcement
On the first day of enforcement, the Regulation Team of the Copyright Protection Center’s
Offline Team seemed determined and moved busily even before the departure to the site.
The destination was a store in a distribution distribution complex in Sinwol-dong,
Yangcheon-gu. The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism’s special judicial police on
copyright entered the second floor of a building with the sign “Samhwan Trading” written on
it, and soon after, the center’s Regulation team followed in. The place was jam-packed with
illegally reproduced block products from the stairs to the inside of the office. Only a few
minutes after the confiscation, the containers they brought were filled to the rim. Soon, all
of the Regulation Team members were drenched in sweat as they moved the articles up and
down the stairs on that hot and humid day. As a result, a total of 4,920 articles were
collected. It was beyond anyone’s expectations. It was quite surprising that such a large
volume of illegal reproductions were plainly being distributed on online shopping malls. As
I saw the Regulation Team members stained in sweat on just the first day, their efforts and
sweat seemed to console the tears of creators who suffer from illegal reproductions.
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▲ Large quantities of illegal reproductions stacked on the stairs

▲ Regulation Team members collecting illegal reproductions
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▲ Collected illegally reproduced blocks
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July 26 : Second Day of Enforcement
On the second day morning, we arrived at a building inside the Dongdaemun stationary/toy
market in Changsin-dong, Jongno-gu. When the special judicial police for copyright entered
the building, the business had already been relocated. So, the Regulation Team performed
a back tracking by using the parcel delivery invoice number, and after finding out the number
to the delivery driver who did business with the corresponding business, the new address
was confirmed. The place was not far away. However, it seemed that the information was
leaked because the business at the new address was locked and the business owner could
not be contacted. Because the enforcement/collection work had to commence above all, they
contemplated whether to conduct a compulsory search by obtaining a search warrant. While
the special judicial police obtained the search warrant, the Regulation Team began a stakeout
while sweating in the hot weather to wait for the business owner to possibly return. After
6 hours of waiting since 11am, the business owner was finally contacted, and after the owner
showed up after 30 minutes, the collection of illegal reproduction began. Like the day before,
there were countless illegal reproductions stacked inside the warehouse. As everybody got
together and collected the illegal reproductions stacked in every corner of the warehouse, the
quantity was substantial. It amounted to exactly 4,386 articles. Even long after sun had gone
down, the Regulation Team members were drenched in sweat and had beads of sweat rolling
down as they focused on the collection and finished up their work. It was literally a day and
night effort. As we watched them work tirelessly into the night, I was reminded of a famous
line from the webtoon “Misaeng.” “There is nothing like live action.”

▲ The firmly locked door of the business
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▲ Illegal reproductions stacked inside the
warehouse
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▲ Despite the scorching sun, the Regulation Team categorized the collected illegal reproductions
based on types

▲ The collection work continued into the night.
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▲ The volume of collected illegal reproductions was substantial.
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July 27 : Third Day of Enforcement
At 2pm on the third day, we found ourselves in front of a small toy store in Gyeyang-gu,
Incheon City. Inside the store, a small amount of illegal reproductions were stacked in a dark
warehouse. Soon after I thought “I guess this isn’t a business that distributes in bulk,” the
Deputy General Manager of Seoul Team Lee Gwan-hui discovered that the business was
using a renovated studio near a multi-family residential area as a warehouse. At the studio,
stacks of diverse illegal reproductions, some very expensive, could be found from the
entrance to the bathroom. After the collection, it amounted to 1,545 articles. Although the
quantity is less than the two days before, it included many expensive illegal reproductions,
it was definitely a big result in terms of its monetary amount. Despite the hot and humid
weather after the morning rain, the Regulation Team busily moved back and forth and the
sweat on their brows seemed to testify to their efforts. Although the team members were
sure to be exhausted from collection for 3 days straight in the hot weather, the Regulation
Team completed the collection work without any signs of fatigue.

▲ Illegal reproduction stacked in the warehouse and studio
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▲ Completely collected illegal reproductions
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August 11 : Fourth Day of Enforcement
On this day, we went to a block playroom in Bucheon City. Although the majority of the
displayed products are genuine products, some illegal reproductions were dug up when every
box was searched. After all these articles were gathered, there were more than 1,000. The
mother of the business owner moaned in tears and said, “I opened this store for my son
who couldn’t find a job so that he could at least make a living. And I can’t believe this is
happening on top of the store that is on the brink of closing down due to bad business.”
The prosecutor who was also at the scene calmed the mother and said, “I think the penalty
can be minimized based on good cooperation.” Although it is a sad situation, the law must
be enforced. Illegal distributors do exist, but most businesses lead an honest life by only
selling genuine content. They remind themselves that they must be strict to protect such
honest people.

▲ Organizing the list of illegal reproductions

August 12th: Fifth Day of Enforcement
At a basement warehouse located in Singil-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu. As soon as we enter,
illegal reproductions stacked on shelves come into view. After checking the illegal
reproductions at every corner, the Regulation Team began collecting. As it turned out, some
of the illegal reproductions couldn’t be collected because they belonged to another business
owner that was not on the search warrant as it was a business operated by two business
owners. Despite the early confiscation of the corresponding goods in June by the
prosecution, approximately 1,000 articles of illegal reproductions were collected. The
Regulation Team members wished they had conducted the enforcement in June, which
would have led to greater results. Although the day was one of the hottest days of the
summer, they all wished there were more confiscated illegal reproductions instead of
enjoying the convenience of a small workload. I sincerely hoped such genuine efforts of the
Copyright Protection Center would accumulate to the reduction in the distribution of illegal
reproductions and the increase in distribution and consumption of genuine content so that
the awareness of consumers can be firmly established.
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This summer was called the hottest heat wave in 20 years. Despite the extreme weather
that made our body sticky with sweat without much effort, crackdowns on online open
market distribution of illegal reproductions ended in success thanks to the efforts of the team
members. During the scenes of enforcement during the 5 days, there were frequent
unexpected incidents as seen in movies and novels. And yet, the Regulation Team completed
their duties without any hesitation by solving every problem they faced one-by-one based
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on their many years of know-how. At the scene of the enforcements, they were the stars
from a movie and a novel. I sincerely hope that many people can appreciate the fact that
the Regulation Team of the Offline Team is giving their best to protect the rights of the
copyright holders by enforcing illegal reproductions in the field no matter how tough it might
be.
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The 4th industrial revolution and copyright technology,
The scene of 2016 International Copyright Technology
Conference (ICOTEC)

Despite the sharply dropping temperature of early November, the scene of the 2016
people caught my eyes, I couldn’t help but get excited about what was about to unfold on

News

ICOTEC was hot. As the huge placards, screens, and bustling conference hall crowded with
this day.
This event, which was organized by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism and jointed
hosted by the Korea Copyright Protection Agency (KCOPA)/Korea Copyright Commission,
celebrates its 6th anniversary this year. The theme of this conference was largely divided into
4 categories of 1) content distribution and copyright protection, 2) technological issues of the
4th industrial revolution, 3) international trends and cooperation, and 4) platforms and
solutions.
Experts from each field were given 1 hour to present their material. As side events, there
was Copyright Technology Exhibition and Digital Copyright Symposium. In addition, a
Copyright Award ceremony was also held.
The keynote speech was delivered by the Thomas Frey, the Head of DaVinci Institute and
futurist, and Ruth Vitale, the CEO of CreativeFuture. They presented on themes titled “The
New Wave of Opportunities in Intellectual Property Rights” and “The 4th Industrial Revolution
and potential possibilities.
Through this ICOTEC event, I was able to personally experience the global attention on the
importance of technological developments toward the advancement of copyright industry and
copyright protection.

Introduction of ICOTEC 2016 Copyright Technology Award Winners
Winners
Name

Affiliation

Description of Award

Manager Jeon Hyeon-gu

Federation of Korean Music The Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism
Performers
Award

Professor Kim Yun-ho

Sangmyung University

The World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) Award

CEO Lee Ae-ryeon

Copyright Protection
Management

and Chairman of the Presidential Council on
Intellectual Property
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Winners
Name

Description of Award

Affiliation

General Manager of Head
People & Story
Office Park Hyeon-gyeong

The Director of Korea Copyright Protection
Agency (KCOPA) Award

General
Manager
Business Jeong Gil-ho

MarkAny

The Chairman of Korea Copyright Commission
Award

Titan Platform

The Chairman of Korea Federation of Copyright
Organizations Award

CEO Yun Young-jae

of

Major Participants of the ICOTEC 2016 Copyright Protection Technology
Exhibition
Drminside

Electronics and Telecommunications Research
Institute

Drminside is a company specializing in protection It was established to contribute to the national
and distribution technologies related to DRM, economy and social development through the diffusion
copyright protection, and digital cinema.
of achievements and the development of industrial
source technologies in the field of convergence
technology related to information, communication,
electronics, broadcasting, and achievements.

Iwaz

Lsware

Iwaz is a company specializing in creating solutions
that develop and research search engines, data
collection, natural language processing, text mining,
big data (collection/analysis/processing), artificial
intelligence based on information search technology.

Lsware is company leader in the area of information
protection solutions by providing verified information
protection solutions and technological support
services based on the corporate philosophy of
“Existing to provide a system that can be used in
a freer environment for the customers.”
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MarkAny has played a leading role in preventing
the leak of domestic high technology to overseas
and opening the age of electronic government for
Korea by developing the world’s first document
security solution and internet certification solution.

With its establishment in 2005, it has developed
ICMS(illegal content monitoring systems) and
CTPS(converged industrial secret protection
systems).

Teruten

Titan Platform

With its establishment in 2000, Teruten has developed
data security technologies in various platforms for
the past 16 years. Since becoming the No. 1 company
in multimedia content DRM and No. 1 company in
the screen security market recently, it is firmly
becoming a representative leader in the field of
domestic DRM/DLP each day.

Celebrating its 5th anniversary this year with its
establishment in 2011, Titan Platform is a company
that has challenged the digital content platform
market by showcasing the first digital content
open market platform “Winvention” in the country
in March of 2016.

News

Mwstory
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MarkAny
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Deputy Minister of Cultural Content Industry Session 1. Dr. Lee Eun-ho from Kyobo Books
Office Yoon Tae-yong from the Ministry of presenting on the status and activation strategy
Culture, Sports and Tourism giving congratulatory of domestic e-book market
message

Session 1. Kim Ju-yeob, CEO of Daon C&M, Session 1. Professor Lee Jong-hyouk from
presenting on responding to mobile streaming Sangmyung University presenting on detection
website infringement
of binary analysis-based software clones

Keynote Speech Future liberation : Thomas Frey, Keynote Speech Ruth Vitale, CEO of Creative
Head of DaVinci Institute and futurist, giving a Future, giving a speech on the 4th industrial
speech on the new wave of opportunities in revolution and film copyrights
intellectual property rights
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Invitational Speech Laurent Le Meur, Chief
Technology Officer of EDRLab, giving a speech
on innovative DRM and Readium LCP for
electronic publication

News

Invitational Speech Lee Young, President of
Korea Venture Business Women’s Association,
giving a speech on the 4th industrial revolution,
copyright technology, and start-up of Korea

Session 2. Hong Sung-hee, Senior Researcher Session 2. Yu Seung-il, Vice President of Daol
of Korea Electronics Technology Institute (KETI) Soft, presenting on rights management information
presenting on VR and holographic content
establishment
technology
following
the
preparation for the 4th industrial revolution and
high digitalization.
Live Scene of
Copyright Protection

Session 3. Phan Vu Tuan, Senior Executive Vice
President of Phan Law Firm, presenting on
management of infringement on film graphics
and broadcast program copyrights in Viet Nam.

Session 3. Kunio Kashino, Head of Media
Information Laboratories Senior Distinguished
Researcher of NTT, presenting on advancement
of media search technology for content
management.
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Session 3. Lawyer Ginalyn M. Sacmer-Badiola
presenting on trends of copyright protection
technology in the Philippines and collaborative
measures on copyright technology in Asia

Session 4. Serge Kajirian, Vice President of Titan
Platform Corporation, presenting on copyright
challenges faced by the media entertainment
industry and innovative technological solutions

Session 4. Kim Jae-hon, Director of MarkAny, Session 4. Chung Hae-kyung, Director of Coinplug,
presenting on 3D printing copyright protection presenting on copyright protection implemented
platform
through new technology block chain

The winners of the ICOTEC 2016 Copyright The guests who participated in the 2016 ICOTEC
Award took a commemorative group photo.
are showing their fighting spirit toward a
successful event.
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<KCOPA REPORT> is being distributed free of charge by the Korea Copyright
Protection Agency for copyright protection and improvement of copyright protection
awareness, which can also be viewed via the website.
If you wish to write for <KCOPA REPORT>
Please inquire the Piracy Prevention Infrastructure Team of Korea Copyright Protection
Agency(senaro@kcopa.or.kr)

Korea Copyright Protection Agency
∙ Take counter-measures for online illegal reproductions including deliberation,
elimination, corrective recommendation, etc.
∙ Site blocking for foreign infringing websites
∙ Offline illegal contents collection, disposal, and elimination
∙ Copyright protection technology R&D
∙ Research infringement status and draw statistics
∙ Support investigation for copyright infringement
∙ Status inspection for SW usage in public institutions
∙ Certifying the Clean Site & copyright OK
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